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Abstract 
Spaces of polynomial splines defined on planar triangulations are very useful tools for fitting scattered data in the 
plane. Recently. [4. 51, using homogeneous polynomials. we have developed analogous spline spaces defined on 
triangulations on the sphere and on sphere-like surfaces. Using these spaces, it is possible to construct analogs of many of 
the classical interpolation and fitting methods. Here we examine some of the more interesting ones is detail. For 
interpolation. we discuss macro-element methods and minimal energy splines. and for fitting, we consider discrete least 
squares and penalized least squares. 
KeJ.rrords: Approximation: Data fitting: Homogeneous splines; Multivariate splines; Spherical splines; Sphere-like 
surfaces: Interpolation; Minimal energy splines: Least squares approximation; Powell-Sabin quadratic splines; 
Clough-Tocher cubic splines: Quintic piecewise polynomials: LaplaceeBeltrami operator; Spherical triangulation 
AMS r~/rr.s.stfi~trtior~: 41A 15: 41A63: 65D07 
1. Introduction 
Let .Y be the unit sphere or a sphere-like surface (see Section 2 below) in R3. In addition, suppose 
that we are given a set of scattered points located on 9, along with real numbers associated with 
each of these points. The problem of interest in this paper is to find a function defined on Y which 
either interpolutrs or approximates these data. 
This problem arises in a variety of settings. For example, in geodesy, geophysics. and metereol- 
ogy, .Y is chosen to be some model of the earth. But it also comes up in very different 
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situations - e.g., Y might be part of the surface of an aircraft, see e.g. [14, 15, 551 and references 
therein. 
It would take an extensive effort to compile a (even reasonably complete) list of the various 
methods which have been proposed for fitting scattered data on sphere-like surfaces. Some of these 
methods include 
(1) spherical harmonics, various types of singularity functions, and multipole expansions, see e.g. 
c22, 441, 
(2) local patches defined on a spherical triangulation of the data points [l 1, 47, 57, 68, 691, 
(3) spherical analogs of thin plate splines [32, 34, 79, 80, 81, 821, 
(4) tensor splines (after mapping the sphere to a rectangle) [19, 20, 37, 77, 7X], 
(5) radial basis functions (spherical multiquadrics) [24,27,28,45, 56,611 and distance functions 
Cl51. 
In this paper we discuss a new approach to this problem based on spaces of spherical splines 
which we introduced recently in [4, 51, see Section 2.4 for a precise definition. In [4, 51 we have 
shown that these splines have many properties in common with the classical polynomial splines on 
planar triangulations. These properties include a Bernstein-Bezier representation which is very 
useful for computations. 
Because of the structure of spherical spline spaces, virtually any spline interpolation or approxi- 
mation method for the planar scattered data problem has a spherical analog. The purpose of this 
paper is to develop several of the more useful and interesting of these methods. 
The paper is organized as follows. First, in Section 2 we present some preliminaries, including 
sphere-like surfaces, the role of homogeneous functions, homogeneous Bernstein-Bezier poly- 
nomials, and spherical splines. In Section 3 we discuss various aspects of working with derivatives 
in the setting of homogeneous trivariate functions. The computation of integrals of spherical 
splines is addressed in Section 4. Section 5 is devoted to local interpolation methods, including 
quintic macro-elements, Clough-Tocher cubic, and Powell-Sabin quadratic elements. Minimal 
energy interpolation using cubic splines is the subject of Section 6, while discrete least squares and 
penalized least squares fitting are treated in Section 7. We report on numerical results in Section 8, 
and conclude the paper with a set of remarks pointing to open problems and new research 
directions. 
2. Preliminaries 
2. I. Sphere-like surfaces 
Suppose p is a continuous, positive, real-valued function defined on the unit sphere S in R3 centered 
at the origin. Then the surface Y’ in KY3 of the form 
.‘Y:= (CT(c):= p(1’)t: I’E S) 
is called a sphere-like su$~~r. For some of the methods to be discussed below, we need .Y to be 
smooth (for example for various methods involving derivatives). This can be achieved by requiring 
p to be sufficiently smooth. When p G 1, Y becomes the sphere S. 
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Since every point on .Y is uniquely associated with its radial projection on the sphere S, in 
solving our basic data fitting problem, in principle it suffices to consider only the sphere. However, 
when derivatives are involved, there are some subtle differences between working on the sphere and 
on a general sphere-like surface (see Remark 9.1). Thus, in the remainder of this paper we deal with 
general sphere-like surfaces Y’. 
As shown in our earlier papers [4,5], the key to working with functions on sphere-like surfaces is 
to consider them to be homogeneous trivariate functions. We explore this connection in the next 
section. 
2.2. Homogeneous jknctions 
A trivariate function F is said to be posiricelj. hornoyeneous of degree r E [w provided that for every 
real number u > 0, 
F(m) = a’F(v), 1‘ E R3’ (0;.. 
In the sequel we shall drop the adjective “positively”, and refer to such functions simply as 
homoyeneous. There is a close relationship between functions defined on Y and homogeneous 
functions. 
Lemma 2.1. Supposef is a function dcjined on Y. and let r E R. Then 
is rhr unique homoyeneous e.utension of .f of degree r to all of R”\{O>, i.e., fi(:, =f, and F, is 
homoyeneous of degree t. 
Proof. The assertion is an immediate consequence of the fact that by definition, o(t:/lltlll) = ZJ and 
p(r,i’l~ll) = ‘I~.11 for all 2’ E .Y. 0 
This lemma shows that a given function f on .Y‘ has infinitely many homogeneous extensions fi, 
one for each real number r. If we only need values off on 9, then the choice of r is obviously 
irrelevant. We will see later that this is true even if we require derivative values in directions that are 
tangent to .Y. However, as we point out in Section 3.3, the choice of r is crucial when we need to 
work with values of derivatives of order 2 or larger. 
2.3. Bernstein-kier pa/ynw~ia/s 
In order to introduce the space of splines of interest, we first recall some definitions from [4]. Given 
a set of linearly independent vectors z ,, c’~, L’~ E iw3, any vector u E Iw3 can be expressed uniquely as 
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The numbers bl. hz, h3, which are linear homogeneous functions of c, are called the trihedral 
coordinates of u with respect to r 1, c2, v3. The associated trihedron with vertices cl, ti2, o3 is the set 
T := (v E R3 : b(c) > 01, (2.1) 
where h(c):= (b,, b2, b3)T. Given a nonegative integer d, the functions 
Bfjk(C) := _d! 
l!J! k! 
h; t&T; ,  i+j+k=d, 
are called the homogeneous Bernstein basis polynomials of degree d defined on T. Clearly, each Byjk is 
a homogeneous function of degree d. It was shown in [4] that the Bf’k are linearly independent and 
span the (“: ‘)-dimensional space -xd of homogeneous polynomials of degree d. 
A function of the form 
(2.2) 
with (‘ijk E R, is called a homoyenrous BernsteinPBckier (HBB)-polynomial of deyree d. 
If T is a trihedron as in (2.1), then the set TnY is a surface triangle. We refer to it simply as 
a triangle on 9. Throughout the remainder of the paper we use the symbol T to stand for either 
a trihedron or a surface triangle depending on the context. If .Y is the sphere, then T is a classical 
spherical triangle. The restriction of a surface triangle T to the plane passing through the origin 
and through two of the vertices of T will be called an edge of T. If T is a spherical triangle, the edges 
are arcs of great circles. 
When .Y is the sphere S, the trihedral coordinates h 1. hz. b3 of a point I’ E S relative to the vertices 
cl, c2, c3 of a triangle T lying on S are just the spherical barycentric coordinates of I’ relative to T, 
see [4]. When T is a triangle on a general sphere-like surface :/‘: we will continue to refer to the bi as 
burycentric coordinates. 
As shown in [4], trihedral coordinates (and thus barycentric coordinates relative to triangles on 
general sphere-like surfaces) have almost all of the properties of the usual planar barycentric 
coordinates, except that they do not add up to 1. 
In [4], we defined the restriction of an HBB-polynomial to the sphere S to be a spherical 
Bernstein+Bkier (SBB-) pol~nonG1. Here we continue to use this terminology even when 9 is 
a general sphere-like surface. In the sequel we will write & for -jYd restricted to .y. For a general Y, 
the spaces L?d are not nested. i.e., .?d c .Pd+, . In fact, .?ddn.iPd+ 1 = [O). Moreover, unless 9 is 
a special surface such as S, the space ,pd does not contain constant functions for d > 0. 
The restriction of an SBB-polynomial to an edge of a triangle T on a sphere-like surface 9 is 
a univariate function which we call a circullrr BernstrinPBkier (CBB-)polynominl. CBB-poly- 
nomials were treated in detail in [3]. 
2.4. Spherical spiines 
We say that a set of triangles d := i Ti) p lying on a sphere-like surface Y is a trianyulution of 
.Y provided that .Y’ = U Ti, and any two triangles intersect only at a common vertex or along an 
edge. As in the planar case. in general there are many different triangulations associated with 
a given of set of vertices {vi):1 ,. see e.g. [74]. 
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A triangulation which covers all of .Y’ has been called a total triangulation [S]. It is well known 
that for a total triangulation, N = 2V - 4 and E = 3V - 6, where E is the number of edges of A. 
Suppose r and d are nonnegative integers, and suppose 9 is sufficiently smooth. Then we call 
AqA) := (s E C(.Y): SIT E .Y(. i = 1, . iv) 
the space of spherical splines of smoothness Y and degree d. It is the direct analog of the space of 
polynomial splines defined on a planar triangulation. 
Spherical splines were introduced and studied in [4,5], where almost all of the fundamental 
Bernstein-Bezier theory for dealing with piecewise polynomial functions on planar triangulations 
has been carried over to the spaces .‘Y’;(d). This makes these spaces especially suitable for solving 
numerical problems associated with functions defined on .Y, and in particular, for solving the basic 
interpolation and data fitting problems of this paper. 
3. Derivatives 
Although our basic interpolation problem involves matching function values to prescribed 
numbers, we will also discuss several methods which require the matching of derivative informa- 
tion. In this section we show how to compute directional derivatives of SBB- and HBB-poly- 
nomials. and of general functions on .Y’. 
First we have to agree on what we mean by the derivative of a functionfdefined on a sphere-like 
surface .‘Y. Suppose y is a given vector. Then we define the directional derivative D,foffat a point 
1% E .vi by 
D,,f(r):= D, F(1) = #VF(r), (3.1) 
where F is some homogeneous extension of,f; and VF is the gradient of the trivariate function F. 
While a polynomial of degree d has a natural homogeneous extension to lw3, as we saw in Lemma 
2.1, a general functionf‘on 9 has infinitely many different extensions. The value of its derivative 
may depend on which extension we take. We return to this point in Section 3.3, see also Remark 
9.3. 
3. I. Dwicatires of’ HBB-po(\womials 
In this section we give explicit formulae for directional derivatives of HBB-polynomials defined 
on a trihedron T. We begin by giving formulae for the directional derivatives of the trihedral 
coordinate functions associated with T. 
Lemma 3.1. Let g he a given rector irz KY’. Therm 
DC+, = h(CIcl)* i = 1,2, 3. 
Proof. We establish the result for i = 1. Let l’,, r2, r3 be the vertices of T, and let u E [w3. Then by 
Cramer’s rule, hi = D(r, 1’2, ~,)iD(r,, c2, L.~), where D denotes the determinant of the associated 
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3 x 3 matrix. Now a simple calculation shows that gT Vb, = D(g, c’~, t’3)/D(~1, u2, us) = bI (g), which 
is the desired result. 0 
Proposition 3.2. Suppose p is an HBB-polynomial. Then 
D,P(d = bT(d hbp. 
where 
(3.4 
Proof. This follows immediately from the chain rule and Lemma 3.1. 0 
We now turn to the problem of computing higher order derivatives of HBB-polynomials written 
in the form (2.2). Let c$ := (‘ijk be the Bezier coefficients of the polynomial p of degree d, and let 
Yl, ... , gm, 1 < m 6 d, be a set of direction vectors. For each 1 < 1 < m, let cfjk, i + j + k = d - 1, be 
the intermediate values obtained in carrying out the de Casteljau algorithm [4] using b(gl). That is, 
Cfjk is obtained from the recursion 
cfjk = bl(g/)Cf;:.j.k + b,(y,)Cf,y:,.k + b3(gl)(.f.j,\+ 1, 1 = 1, . . . .m. 
It follows from this recursion that the cijk depend on the vectors yl, . . . ,yl, but not on their ordering. 
Theorem 3.3. For an!’ 0 < m d d. 
D,,. .ym P(L)) := DqI . . . D,,.p(v) = 
d! 
(d - m)! c 
(‘tk Bfji “(t’). 
/ + / + i = d ,,, 
Proof. By Lemma 3.1, for i + ,j + k = d, 
D,, Bfjk(L’) =& [ib~-‘h{b~D,,,bl +jb;b~~‘b’;D,,bz + kb;bJ;b~-lD,,b~] 
=~[B!~:.~.L(~)~I(cII) + Bf,J’,.k(L’)b2(g,) + B!.j&,(L’)b3(g1)1. 
Substituting this in 
D,> P(C) = c cijk Dq, Bfjk(C) 
1-1 -k=d 
and rearranging terms yields (3.3) for m = 1. The general result follows by induction. 0 
3.2. Deritlatices of SBB-polynomials at certices and along edges 
(3.3) 
It is clear from the properties of trihedral coordinates that the values of an SBB-polynomial p at 
the vertices of its domain triangle are given by p(v,) = c ‘,JO,J, p(Uz) = cod,,, and p(Z+) = co&,. The 
derivatives of p at the vertices of T also have a simple form. For example, at c = tit we have 
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Corollary 3.4. For all 0 < m < d, 
d! 
D !i / .Y,P(CI) = (d _ m)! 4-m.O.0. 
If g is a vector in the plane spanned by the vertices c, and u2, then b,(g) = 0, and (3.4) only 
involves the coefficients cd.o,o, , cd- m.m.O. For later use, we write out the formulae for the first and 
second derivatives at cl : 
D,P(~I) = d[bl(~~~‘d.O.O + h(gk’d- I.I.o], (3.5) 
while 
D:P~):= D,.,P(cI) = d(d - 1) [h:(&d.O.O + 2hl(g)b(g)cd- 1.1.0 + b;(~)cd-L,.Ol. (3.6) 
For the second order mixed derivatives, let g be as above and let h be a vector in the plane spanned 
by cl and c3, so that b2(h) = 0. In this case the formula (3.4) simplifies to 
D,.hPb) = d(d - l)Cbl(g)bl(hh.o.o + b2(Y)bl(hk’d- 1.1.0 
+ b,(y)b,(hkd-1.0.1 + b,(Y)b3(hk-2.1.11. (3.7) 
We also make a few remarks about cross dericatices. Consider the derivative Dh in the direction 
h, which does not lie in the plane e spanned by cl and c’~. Along e we have b3 G 0, and so by 
Theorem 3.3, for each 0 < m 6 d, the m-fold cross-boundary derivative D,“p reduces to an 
HBB-polynomial of degree n - m on e. For example, if p is cubic (d = 3) and 111 = 1, then D,p(v) is 
the quadratic polynomial 
&p(C) = 3 [C;OO~,(Z-)~ + k’; ,,bl(Z’)b2(r) + c;~~~~(V)~], L‘E e. (3.8) 
3.3. Derivatives and degree qf’homogeneit): 
It is clear from the definition (3.1) that in general the derivative of a function f defined on 
.Y depends on howfis homogeneously extended. The following result identifies an important case 
where it does not matter which extension we take. We will assume that .9 is smooth in the sense 
that it possesses a tangent plane at every point on 9. 
Lemma 3.5. Supposej~is a function on .Y and y is a tangent vector to Y at a point v. Then the value of 
D, f (v) can be computed.from (3.1) using any homoyeneous extension ofJ: 
Proof. Let F be a homogeneous extension ofj; and let % be a C’ smooth curve on 9’ passing 
through the point c, parameterized by a parameter 0 such that%(Q) = L’ and %7’(O) = y, for 8 = 0. By 
the chain rule we obtain 
df @(@I = dF@ (@I 
dO dO 
= yT V%(t) = D,F(c). 
II = (I 11 = 0 
(3.9) 
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This shows that D,F(v) does not depend on the degree of homogeneity of F since the left-hand side 
of (3.9) clearly depends only on f = F I’, . 0 
The following example shows that the situation is different for a derivative with respect to 
a vector g which is not tangent to Y’. 
Example 3.6. Consider the two functions F,(c) = 1 and F,(G) = /:G~I’ which are both homogeneous 
extensions of the same functionf = 1 defined on .‘Y = S, and let g = (1, 1,l). Then it is easy to check 
that D,F,(l,O,O) = 0 while D,F,(l,O,O) = 2. 
Lemma 3.5 also fails for higher derivatives, even if they are derivatives with respect to a single 
direction vector g which is tangent to i4p. 
Example 3.7. Consider the two functions in Example 3.6, and let g = (O,O, 1). Then using (3.7), it is 
easy to check that D,2F,,(l,O,O) = 0 while DiF2(1,0,0) = 2. 
3.4. Estimating derivatives from scattered data 
The basic problem of interest in this paper is to find an unknown functionfdefined on 9 given only 
values off at scattered data sites. However, several of the methods to be discussed below for 
constructing an interpolant to f require values for certain derivatives of f at the data sites. 
Sometimes these derivative values are given as part of the problem. In this case we can use them 
directly (but see the discussion in Section 3.3 above). 
If the required derivative values are not prescribed, they have to be estimated from the given 
data. The problem of estimating derivatives numerically is non-trivial, and has been discussed 
extensively in the numerical analysis literature. In the usual bivariate case, one of the typical 
methods for estimating a derivative at a point I’ is to construct a low degree polynomial which fits 
a subset of the data which are associated with points lying near v, and then compute its derivative 
at u. A similar method can be used on a sphere-like surface, but the details of how to choose basis 
functions and how to choose the points to be included in the fit are not completely straightforward. 
For a more detailed discussion, see [Sl]. 
As we saw in Section 3.3, the values of higher order derivatives of a function f defined on 
9 depend on how we extendfto R3. This means, for example, that if we take the derivative values 
from an HBB-polynomial p of degree WI but we are using splines of degree d # m, we will not be 
using the same derivative values as we would if we converted p to a homogeneous function of 
degree d. Using the wrong derivative values can lead to a drastic loss of accuracy (see the example 
in Section 8.3 using the quintic macro-element method). 
4. Integration of spherical polynomials 
In many applications, e.g., in the finite element method or in minimal energy interpolation, it is 
necessary to compute integrals of piecewise polynomial functions. Evaluating integrals of spherical 
polynomials is considerably more difficult than in the planar case. Recall that for planar triangles, 
the integral of a Bernstein basis polynomial of degree d is equal to the area of the corresponding 
triangle divided by d + 1. Thus, the value of the integral does not depend on the particular basis 
polynomial or on the precise shape of the triangle. Unfortunately, this attractive property does not 
carry over to an arbitrary sphere-like surface. In general, for two different surface triangles, the 
values of the integrals are different. This is true even if ,iP is the sphere, unless the two triangles are 
similar. Moreover, the integrals of the Bernstein basis polynomials of degree d associated with 
a single triangle are also different in general. 
There does not seem to be a simple explicit formula for integrals of SBB-polynomials. In fact, this 
difficulty arises already in the case of CBB-polynomials. As shown in [3], on the circle these 
polynomials are essentially trigonometric polynomials. Although recurrence relations exist for 
computing integrals of products of trigonometric functions over an arbitrary interval (see, e.g., [41, 
p. 1301) a convenient closed-form formula does not seem to be available. 
Throughout the remainder of this section we restrict our attention to the special case where 
.i/’ = S is the sphere. To compute integrals in this case: we propose a mapping of a surface triangle 
T to a planar triangle, namely the planar triangle whose vertices are the same as the vertices of T. 
This will enable us to use a standard technique of numerical integration for planar triangles. 
Let A denote the matrix whose columns are the vertices f 1, r2, ti3 of T. and let b be the vector of 
barycentric coordinates with respect to T. Moreover, let 11 be the vector of planar barycentric 
coordinates with respect to T such that u E LJ’ := (u = (u,, ti2, u3): u1 + u2 + u3 = 1, ul, u2, u3 2 0}, so 
that every point c E T can be expressed uniquely as u = Ah = ~(Au/l’AulI). 
Now, the surface integral over a triangle T of a functionf’defined on T can be written as 
where ds is a surface area element on .Y. and where N(u) is the normal vector of Y’ at the point 
1: = A/J = a(AulllAul~). in the parameterization of .Yj induced by u, i.e., 
Since we have restricted our attention to the sphere, the length of N(u) has a simple form, namely 
which can be obtained by a straightforward calculation. Hence, for a spherical polynomial of 
degree d, viewed as a homogeneous polynomial of the same degree, we obtain 
Proposition 4.1. Let p E ,‘pd. Then 
n 
i 
I .  




(’ ~~A4”+3 du. (4.1) 
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Having expressed surface integrals in terms of ordinary planar integrals, it is now possible to 
apply a numerical integration method designed for planar triangles in order to integrate arbitrary 
spherical polynomials. In our experiments we used a bivariate version of the trapezoidal rule. It is 
beyond the scope of this paper to present a more sophisticated numerical integration method. 
Instead, we refer the reader to [52] for a survey of various techniques. 
5. Local interpolation 
A common approach to solving the scattered data interpolation problem in the planar case is the 
following: 
(1) construct a triangulation d with vertices at the given data points, 
(2) choose r and d, 
(3) for each triangle T in d, use the data at the vertices (along with additional derivative 
information at other points in T) to define a polynomial of degree d on T which interpolates the 
data in such a way that the resulting polynomial pieces join together to form a spline s in Y:(4). 
One advantage of this approach is that an interpolant s is constructed one triangle at a time, and 
the resulting method is completely local in the sense that the restriction of s to a triangle T depends 
only on the data in that triangle. Methods of this type are called macro-element methods. They have 
been successfully applied in many bivariate data fitting problems and in the conforming finite 
element method [46,49, 72,841. 
This idea can be carried over to a sphere-like surface, and indeed, every macro-element which is 
known in the planar case has a spherical analog. We confine our discussion to just three examples 
(see Remark 9.13 for other possible choices): 
(1) quintic C’ macro-elements, 
(2) cubic C’ elements on the Clough-Tocher split, 
(3) quadratic C’ elements on the 6-triangle PowellNabin split. 
To define these macro-elements we need to use derivative information. If we are given the needed 
derivatives, we can use them. If not, we must estimate them (see Section 3.4). 
5.1. A quintic C’ element 
In this section a C’ smooth interpolating spline will be constructed which associates with each 
triangle T of the given triangulation a single quintic spherical polynomial. Let ol, v2, and ti3 be the 
vertices of T, and for convenience, let uq = v1 and vg = zj2. For each i = 1,2,3, let Gi denote the 
center point of the edge from Vi to tii+ r. This point can be computed by projecting Vi and Ui+i 
radially back to the sphere, finding the center of the corresponding circular arc, and then projecting 
back up to Y’. 
To define some useful derivatives associated with T, let gij be a vector contained in the plane 
passing through t’i, Uj, and the origin, not parallel with Gi, i,j = 1, 2, 3, i #j. In addition, let hi 
be a vector tangent to 9 at c^i which is not contained in the plane passing through Ui, ui+r and 
the origin. We denote the derivative operators corresponding to gij and hi by Dij and Di, 
respectively. 
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Fig. I. The quintic macro-element. 
Lemma 5.1. The following 21 data uniquel~~ determine an SBB-polynomial p of degree 5 on T: 
(l) PtOih 
t2) Di.i+ lPtt’ih Di.i+2P(ci)3 
C3) Dti+lP(t’iL Di.i+ lDi,i+2Ptz;i), DZi+ZP(riL 
C4) DiPCL:iJ3 
for i = 1,2, 3. 
Proof. Suppose p is written in SBB-form, and that its Bezier coefficients are numbered as in Fig. 1. 
(For simplicity, in our illustration of BernsteinBezier nets for spherical macro-elements in Fig. 
1 and also in the figures below, we have flattened out the spherical triangles and depicted the 
domain points as if they were equally spaced (they are not).) We now show that the 6 coefficients 
closest to vertex cl are completely determined by the data in items (lH3) for i = 1. Indeed, 
csoo = p(ri). and by (3.5). 
C-410 = [012p(1’1):5 - ~12~‘5OO]/fil2~ 
where (xiZ. fli2, 0) = h(g12) are the barycentric coordinates of gi2 relative to T. Note that pi2 is 
nonzero by the assumption that g12 is not parallel to pl. Similarly, 
(‘401 = [D,3p(L.1),!5 - ~13L.500]/;~13, 
where (x13, 0, ;‘M ) = b(g13). and where ;. 1 3 # 0. For the second derivatives at v1 we have, using (3.6) 
and (3.7), 
D:zp(L.&20 = X&(.50” + 2r12fl12C.410 + p&(.320. 
D12D13p(L.1),120 = r X c 12 13 ‘500 + p12~13(‘410 + xl2;‘13(‘401 + ~122’13~311~ 
#3p(L.1)/20 = xf3(.500 + hl3yl3C.40~ + 7?3C.302. 
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Then c 3203 c’3117 and ~302 can be immediately computed. The situation at c2 and c3 is 
analogous. 
Once the above coefficients have been computed. the coefficient c22 r in uniquely determined by 
Drp(E, ). Namely, by (3.3) 
(5.1) 
where 
(‘i:.k = X1ci+l.J.k + rRl(‘i.j+l.k + ?i’lCi.j.k+ 1, i+j+k=4, 
and (x1, fil. yl) = b(h,). At this point the only unknown quantity on the righ-hand side of(5.1) is the 
coefficient c’~ 2 1. Since it is multiplied by ;jl B~,,(c^,), which is nonzero by our assumption on hr, we 
can solve (5.1) for it. 
The coefficients c 122 and c212 are determined in the same way from Dlp(6,) and D,p(v^,), 
respectively, and the proof is complete. q 
Lemma 5.1 shows how to construct a quintic polynomial on a surface triangle using only values 
and derivatives at the vertices and at the centers of the edges. Using this macro-element we can now 
construct an interpolating quintic spline. 
Theorem 5.2. Let A he a triangulution corresponding to a set qf‘vertices Cvi)i”= 1. Suppose we are given 
function,jrst, and second derivative information as in (lH3) of Lemma 5.1 at each of the vertices. In 
addition, suppose we are given a value for a cross-boundary derivative at the center of each edge of A. 
Then there exists a unique spline s E Y:(A) which interpolates these data. 
Proof. By Lemma 5.1, the given data uniquely define a quintic SBB-polynomial on each triangle of 
A. It remains to show that these polynomials join together with C’ continuity across the edges of 
A to form a spline in ,9:(A). The argument is virtually the same as in the planar case. Suppose p and 
fi are two such polynomials defined on triangles T and T which share an edge e joining the vertices 
cl and z’~. Then along e they reduce to quintic CBB-polynomials satisfying 
Di2p(r1) = D:z~(cl). D;,p(v2) = D;1p(z.2), k = 0, 1, 2. 
These six conditions imply that p = @ on e. Now, in view of the discussion in Section 3.2, the 
cross-boundary derivatives q := D, p and 4 := D1 fi reduce to quartic CBB-polynomials on e satisfy- 
ing 
Dk,,q(v,) = D;zq(v1), Dkz1q(v2) = D;,~‘(Q), k = 0, 1. 
Since we also have q(C) = q’(6) at the center point 6 of e, we conclude that q = 4 on e. This 
establishes the C’ continuity between p and i across e. The same argument works for every edge, 
and the proof is complete. IJ 
By construction, this quintic macro-element actually exhibits C2 continuity at each of the 
vertices. In this sense it is a superspline, see [S]. 
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5.2. A CloughLTocher element 
The macro-element in the previous subsection is piecewise quintic. In order to work with lower 
degree polynomials while maintaining C’ continuity, we have to subdivide each triangle in A into 
subtriangles. It is well known in the planar case that cubits can be used if each triangle T is split 
into three subtriangles. In this section we discuss this method in the setting of a sphere-like surface. 
Given a triangle T with vertices pl, u2, c3, let 
c:= (T c 1‘1 + c2 + L’3 IlL’l + c2 + L.311 > 
be its c’enter. If we connect 1- to each of the vertices of T, we get three subtriangles. This is called the 
Clouyh-Tocher split of the triangle, see Fig. 2. 
We now show how to construct a cubic C’ spline on the split triangle T using function and 
derivative values at the vertices along with cross derivatives at the centers of the edges of T. Let Dij 
and Di be the directional derivatives introduced at the beginning of Section 5.1. 
Lemma 5.3. The jbllowiny 12 pieces of’ data uniquely, determine a C’ cubic spline s on the 
Clouyh-Tocher split cf T: 
(1) S(l’i). 
(2) Di.i+ 1 S(Ci). Di,i-zS(Ci). 
(3) DiS(Pi), 
,for i = 1, 2. 3. 
Proof. Suppose we number the 19 Bizier cefficients of s as in Fig. 2. Then cl = s(L.~). Moreover, 
~‘4 = [D,zs(r,)/3 - x12s(c1)]If112, 
where (xlZ. /112, 0) are the barycentric coordinates of g12 relative to the triangle T = (L’~, u2, L’~). 
Similarly, ch is determined by D13s(tiI). The coefficient cs can now be determined from the C’ 
continuity condition across the edge (cl, i;). Similarly, the coefficients c2, c7. c8, c9 are determined 
by the data at c2, while c3, clo, cl 1, cl2 are determined by the data at c3. 
We now show that cl3 is determined by the value of the cross-boundary derivative DIp(G1). 
Suppose h B1, ;‘J are the barycentric coordinates relative to the triangle (6, Us, v2) of the vector 
hl, and let (0. a,, a3) be the barycentric coordinates of the center point Ul relative to the same 
triangle. Then by (3.8) the cross-boundary derivative at cl is given by 
Dl p(f1):‘3 = a: (XlC.5 + filcl + ;IlC4) 
+ 3N2L13t21c.13 + plcG$ + ;‘1(‘g) + &x,c* + plclJ + ;‘lc,). 
Since r’, is at the center of the edge (r,, u2), u2 and ti3 are not zero. Moreover, yl cannot be zero for 
this direction, and we can now solve for ( 13 in terms of the other (known) quantities. The 
coefficients cl4 and c1 5 are similarly computed from the cross-boundary derivatives at 6, and c3. 
We now show that the remaining coefficients of s are uniquely determined by C’ continuity. Let 
(5, B, 7) be the b arycentric coordinates of the center point C relative to T. Then by the C’ conditions 
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Fig. 2. The Clough--Tocher macro-element. 
across the edges inside of T, we have 
c‘t6 = (iics + /k,j + 7clj)/3, 
(‘17 = (213 + QL.8 + 7c,,)/3, 
Cl8 = (SC15 + p,, + 7c1,)/3, 
Cl9 = (SC16 + PC,, + ;;c,*):‘3. 
This completes the proof that s is uniquely determined by the given data. 0 
As in the planar case, it is easy to show that the macro-element constructed in Lemma 5.3 is 
actually C2 at the center of the triangle T. We now show how to use the macro-element described in 
Lemma 5.3 to solve the interpolation problem using C’ cubic splines. 
Theorem 5.4. Let A he u triangulation corresponding to a set of vertices {vi}yz Ir and let ACT be the 
triangulation obtained by splitting each triangle in A about its center to create three subtriangles. 
Suppose we are given function and first derivative values at each of the points {vi};= 1, along with 
a value for a cross-boundary derivative at the center of each edge of A. Then there exists a unique 
spherical spline s E Y:(A,,) which interpolates these data. 
Proof. The prescribed data uniquely determine a C’ cubic spline on each of the triangles of A. We 
now show that these splines join together smoothly across the edges of A to form a spline 
s E Yi(A,,). Let e = (c,, c2) be one of the edges of A, and let p and fi be the cubic CBB- 
polynomials obtained by restricting the cubic polynomial pieces of s on either side of e to e. By 
construction, 
These four pieces of data uniquely determine a cubic CBB-polynomial, and it follows that p = p”. 
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Now consider the cross-boundary derivatives Dip and D,fi of the two adjoining cubits. By (3.8), 
these two functions are quadratic CBB-polynomials which have common values at the three points 
L’l, 1, c and c2. We conclude that Dip = D1i, and the proof is complete. 0 
5.3. A Pob~~ellLSahin element 
The macro-element in the previous subsection is piecewise cubic. If we want to work with even 
lower degree polynomials while maintaining C’ continuity, we have to subdivide each domain 
triangle into more subtriangles. It is well known in the planar case that quadratics can be used if 
each triangle T is split into six subtriangles as indicated in Fig. 3. 
If cl, c’~, r3 are the vertices of T, we define its incenter as the point on .Y which is obtained by 
radially projecting the incenter of the planar triangle with vertices Vi/ 1) Ui (, i = 1, 2, 3, onto 9. Given 
a triangulation d, we denote the incenter of thejth triangle by Vj forj = 1, , N. As in the planar 
case, if the incenters of two neighboring triangles sharing an edge e are connected with an arc (i.e., 
the curve segment connecting these two incenters obtained as the intersection of .Y with a plane 
passing through the two points and the origin). then that arc intersects P at some point u^ in the 
interior of e. 
Starting with the triangulation d, we now construct a refined triangulation dPs where each of the 
original triangles of d has been split into six subtriangles. For each triangle we simply connect its 
incenter to its three vertices and the three points on its edges singled out above. The results is called 
the Pobvell-Sahin rejnement of d. Fig. 3 shows the split of one triangle. 
We now restrict our attention to one of the original triangles T E d. Suppose its vertices are vl, 
l-2, c3, its incenter is zl; and the intersection points on the edges are P,, c2, and c3. On T a typical 
element s E Y$!(4,,) consists of 6 SBB-polynomials, and the corresponding Btzier net has 19 
coefficients which we number as in Fig. 3. Let Dii and Di be the directional derivatives introduced at 
the beginning of Section 5.1. 
Fig. 3. The PowellLSabin macro-element 
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Lemma 5.5. The ,following 9 pieces of duta uniquely determine a C’ quadratic spline s on the 
Powell-Sabin split qf T: 
(l) S(vi), 
(2) Di.i+ 1 s(ci), Di.i+2S(ri), 
,fori= 1,2.3. 
Proof. Suppose we number the Bkzier coefficients of s as in Fig. 3. Then cl = .s(c’~ ). Moreover, 
es = [D,zs(r,)/2 - x,zs(vI,]~~lz, (5.2) 
where (x12. fl12, 0) are the barycentric coordinates of the vector g1 z relative to T. Similarly, c6 is 
determined by Dl,s(cI) and s(c’~). The coefficient c5 can now be computed from the C’ continuity 
condition across the edge (L.~, V). Similarly, the coefficients c2, c‘~, c8, c9 are determined by the data 
at c2, while c3, clO, cl 1, cl2 are determined by the data at ti3. 
We now show that the remaining coefficients are uniquely determined by C’ continuity. Let 
(Xi, /?i, ;li) be the barycentric coordinates of fii relative to the triangle T, and let 2, p, ?/ be the 
barycentric coordinates of V relative to the same triangle. Then the C’ continuity conditions across 
the interior edges of the split triangle hold if and only if 
Cl.3 = Xl(‘5 + p1c9, 
('1 j = x3c.6 + ;‘3(‘10. 
(‘18 = xj(‘5 + ;‘3(‘11. 
(‘19 = 1c.5 + /7C8 + 7C.l 1. 
This completes the proof of the lemma. 0 
We now show how to use the macro-element constructed in Lemma 5.5 to solve the scattered 
data interpolation problem using C’ quadratic splines. 
Theorem 5.6. Let A be a triangulation corresponding to a set ofuertices {t.i)y= ,, and let Aps be the 
Powell-Sabin trianyulation obtained by splitting each triangle into six subtriangles using the incenters 
as above. Suppose we are gicen function andjrst dericatice values at each of the points (tii)rx 1. Then 
there e.\ists a unique spline s E JY’:(Aps) which irlterpolates these datu. 
Proof. It was shown in Lemma 5.5. that the data uniquely determine C’ quadratic splines on each 
of the triangles of A. It remains to check that these splines join together smoothly to form a spline 
s E ?/‘:(A,,). To show this, it suffices to consider two such splines s and s’ which share a common 
edge e of d. Let cl and r2 be the endpoints of e, and let P be the intersection point of the edge 
connecting the incenters 2- and 6 of the corresponding adjoining triangles (cf. Fig. 4). We have to 
show that s and S join with C’ continuity across e = (z.,, 1’2 ). 
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Fig. 4. Adjoining Powellk Sabin macro-elemts. 
Let y and 4 be the quadratic CBB-splines obtained by restricting s and S to e. Both q and i are C’ 
quadratic CBB-splines along e with one knot at the point 6. By construction, 
0: q(L’j) = D’;G(t’i). k = 0, 1. i = 1, 2, 
where D1 is a cross-boundary derivative for the edge e. It is easy to see that these four pieces of data 
uniquely determine such a quadratic CBB-spline, and we conclude that q = 4 on e, establishing 
that the pieces join continuously along r. Now consider the restrictions qD and iD to e of the 
derivatives Drs and DIS. These are Co linear CBB-splines with one knot at the point 6. By the 
construction qD(ci) = q’,(c’j). i = 1,2. We now show that qD(c?) = Go(c). 
Suppose t’ = xlr, + [jlr2. and let (?,O, T) be the barycentric coordinates of t’ relative to the 
triangle (1.. cl, L’). Note that (X,0. T) are also the barycentric coordinates of G relative to the triangle 
(I’, I’~, r’). Then by construction, 
Combining these equations, we see that 
This implies that the cross derivatives qD and yU also match at 6, and we conclude that qD = 6jD on 
all of P. which completes the proof. 0 
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5.4. Dependence on extensions 
In Section 3.3 we showed that first order directional derivatives taken with respect to vectors 
which are tangent to 9 do not depend on the degree of homogeneity of the function, while higher 
order derivatives do. As a consequence we immediately conclude 
(1) The Powell-Sabin and Clough-Tocher methods do not depend on how we compute 
derivatives. Thus, if we are interpolating a known functionf, its degree of homogeneity is irrelevant, 
and if we are estimating the needed first derivatives by SBB-polynomials, it does not matter how we 
extend these (see the discussion in Section 3.3). 
(2) The quintic macro-element method does depend on how we compute derivatives. Thus, if we 
compute these from a known functionf, the result will depend on how we extend it to [w3 (however, 
see Remark 9.7). Moreover, if we estimate derivatives by a low degree SBB-polynomial, the result 
will depend on how we view it as a trivariate function (i.e., what degree of homogeneity we assign to 
it in computing the derivative estimates). We illustrate this effect for quintics in Section 8. 
6. A global interpolation method 
In this section we discuss a method for constructing a spherical spline which satisfies 
.y(ri) = f;., i = 1, . . . , li. (6.1) 
for prescribed data {(r+,J~))~=r associated with a sphere-like surface ,Y. The method involves 
minimizing an appropriate energy functional, and is global in the sense that the coefficients of the 
spline depend on all of the data, and are determined simultaneously (by solving a linear system of 
equations). We restrict our discussion to C’ splines, although the approach also works for 
smoother splines. 
6.1. :Yi (A) as a subspace qf .Yi(A) 
As pointed out in [S], every spline s E Y!(A) is uniquely associated with a vector L’ = (c.~, . . . , cM), 
where 
M:= dimY’,O(A) = V + (d - l)E + N. 
We can think of c’ as consisting of an ordered list of the Bernstein-Bezier coefficients of the 
SBB-polynomial pieces of s, using the convention that when two such pieces join along an edge, 
then the corresponding Bernstein-Bezier coefficients associated with that edge are identified with 
each other and included in the list just once. 
It was shown in [S] that a spline s E Y’:(A) is c’ continuous (u > 1) across an edge of the 
triangulation, if and only if a corresponding set of 
II, . = d + (d - 1) + ‘.. + (d - r + 1) = V(2d - I” + 1)/2 
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linear homogeneous conditions on c are satisfied. As in the planar case, these conditions involve 
coefficients closest to the edge under consideration. Thus a spline s E Y’:(d) belongs to Y:(d) if and 
only if 
Gc = 0. (6.3) 
where G is an n,E x M matrix expressing the smoothness conditions (see [S] for the explicit 
formulae). 
In general, the full set (6.3) of smoothness conditions contains some redundant equations. The 
problem of determining which - or even just how many - of these equations are redundant is by 
no means simple, and in fact, is tantamount to computing the dimension of Y’:(d). This problem 
remains unsolved for d < 3~ + 2. see [S]. For more on redundancy, see Section 6.3. 
6.2. Minimal energbl interpolation 
Suppose ( ri 1 y= 1 are given data sites on a sphere-like surface ,Y and let d be a triangulation on 
.Y with vertices at the data sites. In this section we show how to compute the coefficients of a spline 
s E Y’:(d) so that (6.1) is satisfied. 
We begin by showing how to calculate those Bernstein-B&zier coefficients of s associated with 
domain points falling at the vertices of d. Suppose we order the vector c so that the ith coefficient is 
associated with the vertex Li, for i = 1, . . . , V. Since the value of an SBB-polynomial at each of the 
vertices of its domain triangle is equal to the value of the Berntein-Btzier coefficient associated 
with that vertex, to make a spline s E Y’:(d) satisfy (6.1), we simply have to set 
C’i =,fj. i= l.....V. (6.4) 
The remaining M - V = (d - 1) E + (‘2 ’ ) 1%’ coefficients of s are free, and can be used to make 
s have some additional desirable property. 
A typical way to use these extra degrees of freedom is to minimize a functional B(c) measuring 
the smoothness of s. The problem becomes particularly simple if we choose 8(c) to be a quadratic 
functional, i.e., 
6 (c,) = cT Qc. 
with some n/r x M symmetric positive definite matrix Q. Thus our problem becomes 
minimize B(c). subject to (6.4). 
By introducing a Luyrange nzultiplirr vector i of length I/, it is easy to see (cf. [26, p. 2361) that 
c’ solves this problem if and only if 
where I is the I/ x I/ identity matrix and y := (Ji. . . ,Ji.)“~ 
Since we have not enforced any smoothness conditions, the minimal energy spline constructed 
above is only continuous. In many applications we would like our interpolant to be at least C’. As 
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observed in Section 6.1, a spline in Y’:(d) will belong to Y’:(d) if and only if the linear homogeneous 
conditions (6.3) are satisfied. Thus, to construct an interpolating spline in Y:(d), we seek c solving 
the problem 
minimize B(c), subject to (6.4) and (6.3). 
To find the solution of this problem, we solve the linear system 
(6.5) 
where ; is an n,E vector of additional Lagrange multipliers. 
There are two problems with this approach. First it may happen that there is no spline in .9$‘(d) 
satisfying both the interpolation conditions (6.4) and the smoothness conditions (6.3). This is not 
a problem if d is large, since as shown in [S], if d 3 3r + 2, then each coefficient associated with 
a vertex can be independently set. and so an interpolant in Y’;(4) always exists. Thus, we can 
always interpolate with .Yj (d) for d 3 5. Moreover, following the arguments in [6], it can be shown 
that interpolation is also possible in Y;(d). As in the planar case, we conjecture that interpolation 
is also possible with cubic C’ splines. On the other hand, it can easily be seen that 9’:(d) is not 
large enough to solve the interpolation problem in general. 
The other problem arises when there are redundancies in the side conditions (6.3). In this case the 
system (6.5) becomes singular. Of course, what we really have in this case is an underdetermined but 
consistent system, which can still be solved by standard techniques. Ideally redundancies should be 
removed if possible, however, as doing so also reduces the size of the system. 
Although the minimal energy approach discussed in this section leads to rather large systems of 
equations, we should point out that for the kind of energy functional we intend to use (see Section 
6.4) the matrix Q is rather sparse. Moreover, for C’ continuity, each of the smoothness conditions 
involves only 4 coefficients, and so the rows of G corresponding to smoothness conditions have 
only 4 entries in them. Finally, the rows corresponding to interpolation conditions have only one 
entry in them. 
6.3. Redundancies ,for- .ttj (A) 
Since we intend to present some numerical examples of minimal energy interpolation based on 
C’ cubic splines, in this section we discuss what is known about redundancies in this case. 
There are two types of known redundancies for Y:(d). They occur in the C’ continuity 
conditions in the first ring around each vertex. and also in the second ring around each vertex. Here 
we are using standard BernsteinBezier terminology, see, e.g., [4]: the coefficients in the Ith ring 
around the vertex c1 have the form cd-l,j.L with j + k = 1. 
The firt type of redundancy is easy to deal with. Indeed, as in the planar case, it is easy to see that 
ife 1, ... , e, are the edges attached to a vertex I‘, then the two C’ conditions associated with the two 
edges e,,- 1 and e, are redundant, and can simply be dropped. 
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The second type of redundancy occurs only in connection with singular vertices. A vertex v is 
singular provided it is connected to four vertices ci, . . , L’~ where the pair 2;i, v3 lies in one plane 
passing through c and the origin. and the pair z‘~, p4 lies in another. In this case one of the four 
ring-2 C’ continuity conditions is redundant, and can be dropped. 
In the planar case. singular vertices are isolated, and it is no problem ro remove the redundant 
second ring conditions. However, on the sphere it is possible that two adjoining vertices are both 
singular, see Section 7 of [S]. Thus, there can be additional redundancies due to the interaction 
between singular vertices. It is possible to construct an algorithm to eliminate such redundancies 
by examining all closed paths connecting triangles in d. 
6.4. Choice of‘ the quadratic ,firnctional 
It remains to discuss appropriate choices of the quadratic functional g(c). For a general 
sphere-like surface, it is not clear what a good choice of an energy functional may be. Therefore, in 
this subsection we restrict our discussion to the special case 9 = S. In this case, there are two types 
of natural choices of energy functionals. which are both analogs of the well-known thin-plate 






where 0 is a different operator. Wahba [79] defined the family of operators 
0 := (A*)‘)’ 2. 
where !?I is an even integer and where A* is the Laplace-Beltrami operator on S. This operator is 
a natural analog of the familiar Laplace operator. In fact it is a restriction of the Laplace operator 
to S. The definition for the case where m is odd is more complicated and can be found in [79]. 
A different set of operators has been suggested by Freeden [34], who considered operators which 
are defined by 
o:= (A”)$:= (./I* + j.,,p . . . (/j” + ; ‘),, )4”,. (6.8) 
where (I:= (qo. . . y,) is a vector of positive integers, RI is an arbitrary nonnegative integer, and 
i.i := i( i + I). i = 0. . 171. In some sense the second type of operators are more natural since they 
annihilate all spherical polynomials up to degree 111, while (6.7) only annihilates constants. We note 
that in both cases (6.6) is invariant under rotations of the coordinate system. If we set m = 2 in (6.7) 
and 11~ = 0, cl0 = 1 in (6.8). the corresponding functionals are identical and are equal to 
A(,/‘) = [ (d*f’)2ds. 
u s 
(6.9) 
which is a functional annihilating constants. 
In order to compute the entries of the energy matrix Q for a spline s, we need to calculate the 
energy contributions c?~,(.s) from each single triangle Ti, i = 1, . . . , N, of the given triangulation A. 
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If we denote by (‘i the vector of the Bkzier coefficients of the polynomial pi = sIT,, then 
where Qi is a symmetric D x D Gram matrix corresponding to the collection of Bernstein basis 
polynomials defined on Ti, where D := dim .Yd = ( “2 2). In particular, if Bj and Bk are the Bernstein 
basis polynomials associated with the coefficients corresponding to thejth and kth entry of vector 
ci, the jkth entry of Qi is given by 
(Qi)jk = 1 OBjOBkdS. j,k = 1, .,., D. 
7.1 
The above integrals can be computed based on the considerations in Section 4. 
In order to calculate the functions OBj for operators 0 of types (6.7) and (6.8), one needs to 
evaluate expressions involving the Laplace-Beltrami operator. We recall a useful formula for A* 
applied to a homogeneous function of degree d restricted to S and hence, in particular, to an 
SBB-polynomial p of degree d [53]: 
A*p = Ap - d(d + 1)~. (6.10) 
In (6.10) we abused the notation slightly: on the right-hand side, Ap should be viewed as the 
Laplace operator applied to a trivariate function, homogeneous of degree d, which is then restricted 
to S. The formula reduces the problem of finding A*p to the problem of computing Ap. We will now 
give an expression for Ap which involves partial derivatives with respect to barycentric coordinates 
rather than Cartesian coordinates. Let xi, i = 1,2. 3, denote the Cartesian coordinates in R3 and let 
ei, i = 1,2, 3, be the unit coordinate vectors. Then, if we view p as a trivariate homogeneous 
function expressed in terms of the barycentric coordinates with respect to T, the chain rule gives 
i=l ’ 3 1 -> - . 
where 0, is the gradient taken relative to the variables h, hZ, and h3 as defined in (3.2). As 
a consequence. we have 
2 = hT(ci)H(p)h(ei)3 i= 1,2,3. 
I 
and hence 
AP = i bT(Qi)Hh(P)b(ei). 
I=1 
Here H,(p) is the 3 x 3 Hessian matrix 
computed relative to the variables hl. h2, h3. 
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7. Approximation methods 
As in the planar case, there are two situations where it may not be appropriate to interpolate 
a set of scattered data: 
(1) if the data are noisy, 
(2) if there is an extremely large number of data. 
Both situations occur frequently in practice. Indeed, measured data are almost always subject to 
some noise, and it simply does not make sense to interpolate the measured values exactly. What we 
should be doing is smoothing out the noise by some approximation technique. As for the second 
case, it is not at all uncommon to have hundreds of thousands of data, or even many more, in which 
case it is generally not appropriate to try to construct an interpolating spline with hundreds of 
thousands of coefficients. 
In this section we discuss analogs of two common methods for dealing with noisy data 
- discrete least squares, and penalized least squares. Both of these methods are global in nature, 
and involve solving large sparse systems of linear equations. 
7.1. Discrete least squares 
Suppose that we are given noisy measurements,/; = ,f( pi) + ci at n points on a sphere-like surface 
for an unknown functionf: Here i;i represent unknown errors. The method proceeds as follows: 
(1) choose a triangulation d with 1’ vertices (I/ < n), 
(2) choose a spline space .92(d), 
(3) find the spline s E *Y’;(d) which minimizes 
L(S) I= 1 [S(Ci) -ji]“. 
i=l 
We discuss each of the steps separately. 
The choice of the vertices to be triangulated has to be done by the user - there is no simple 
automatic way to do it. Certainly we will not use all of the data points as vertices (since then we can 
interpolate with a zero error), and in fact. it is not necessary to choose any of the data points as 
vertices. Ideally, the user will have some idea of the complexity of the function being fit, in which 
case more vertices would be inserted where the data change more rapidly. 
The choice of spline space is also up to the user. Generally, it is advisable to work with low degree 
spaces (d < 5), depending on the amount of smoothness required. Often C’ is adequate. 
To carry out step (3), we would like to express L(s) as a quadratic form involving some coefficient 
vector, and thus we need a set of basis functions for our spline space. Appropriate locally supported 
basis functions have been described in [S] for n 3 3r + 2, although they can be quite complicated 
to describe and compute. In practice it may be more desirable to work with spline spaces Y’:(d) 
with d < 3r + 2. However, for these values of r and d, we do not even know the dimension of the 
spline space, let alone a basis for it. We now describe a way around this difficulty. 
Recall that the spline space Y:(d) is just the subspace of Y:(d) satisfying the set of homogeneous 
smoothness conditions (6.3). Our approach is to look for a minimum of L(s) in 9,0(d) subject to 
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(6.3). As a basis for P’:(d) we can use the splines {Bi);‘$ i, where M is the dimension of Y:(d) as 
given in (6.2), and where Bi is the unique spline whose coefficient vector (see Section 6.1) is 
(0, . . .O, 1, 0, . . ,O), where the 1 appears in the ith position. These basis functions are locally 
supported (with support at most the star of a vertex). 
Given data sites {Uj)y= i on the sphere, let 
be the n x M observation matrix where Bij = Bi(cj). Then it is easy to see that 
L(s) = L(c) = cTBTBc - 2cTBTg + yTy, (7.1) 
where g = (fi, .._ ,fn)T is the column n-vector containing the values to be fit, and c is the vector of 
coefficients describing s in terms of the basis I Bi 3. 
It is now clear that the problem of minimizing L(s) over s E Y’;(d) is equivalent to minimizing 
L(C) over Y:(d) subject to the linear side conditions (6.3). This problem can be solved numerically 
by introducing Lagrange multipliers ;‘. We are led to the linear system 
(7.2) 
where G is the matrix in (6.3). 
As was the case for minimal energy splines. it is important to remove redundancies in the side 
conditions describing smoothness. Since the Bi have local support, both BTB and the block matrix 
in (7.2) are sparse. 
7.2. Penalized least squares 
In some fitting problems, particulary when the data are especially noisy, it may be useful to 
replace the standard discrete least squares problem by a penalized least squares problem. The idea 
is to minimize a combination 
K(c):= L(c) + id(c). 
where G(C) is a measure of energy as used in Section 6.4, and L(C) is the sum of squares of the errors 
as in (7.1). The parameter i controls the trade-off between these two quantities, and is typically 
chosen in the interval [0, x), see [39]. 
The penalized least squares problem can be solved in exactly the same way as the discrete least 
squares problem. Indeed, assuming that the energy is given by the quadratic form C?(C) = cTQc, the 
only change in (7.2) is that the matrix BTB in the upper left-hand corner has to be replaced by 
BTB + 1.Q. 
In performing penalized least squares in practice, we still have to choose the parameter A. If i, is 0, 
we get the least squares spline. If /, is very large, we are essentially solving a minimal energy 
problem over the space 
1s E Y4p;(Ll) : OS = O), 
where 0 is the operator describing the energy term e(c). In general, good results can be expected 
with very small values of i,. For more on how to select the smoothing parameter & see [39]. 
8. Examples 
In this section we report on our computational experience with the methods presented above. 
We discuss the following issues: 
(1) implementation, storage requirements, and speed, 
(2) convergence behavior, approximation orders. 
(3) the effect of long and thin triangles in the triangulation, 
(4) the effect of singular or near-singular vertices, 
(5) conditioning of linear systems for global methods, 
(6) accuracy and numerical stability of algorithms. 
8.1. Thr trstirlg enciromzent 
We use the following abbreviations for our methods: QT (quintic), CT (Clough-Tocher cubic), 
I’S (Powell-Sabin quadratic). ME (minimal energy cubic), LS (least squares cubic), PL (penalized 
least squares cubic). 
All six of these schemes have been implemented in FORTRAN 77 and tested on an SGI Indigo 2. 
Except for the construction of the triangulations (which were done with a package of Renka [69, 
701) all calculations were carried out in double precision. 
All of our tests were conducted on the sphere. The local interpolation methods were tested with 
data sets of up to 16 386 vertices and up to 32 768 triangles. The global methods were tested on data 
sets of up to 258 vertices and up to 5 12 triangles. We ran LS and PL with up to 100 000 data points. 
We discuss space and time limitations in Section 8.2. 
We have done testing on a number of functions, but most of the results reported here are based 
on the test function 
,f’*(S. j‘. :) = 1 + s8 + rJJi + P + 1OSjZ. (8.1) 
For those methods requiring gradient or Hessian information. the needed derivatives were hand 
coded (with the assistance of Marlzemutica). 
To assist in understanding the behavior of the methods, we visually examined the surfaces 
(,f’(C)LX E s; (8.2) 
corresponding to our test function and its various interpolants and approximants. In addition to 
permitting a comparison of shapes, this provided a way to visualize errors, smoothness of 
derivatives, and curvature by color coding these quantities on the surfaces. These kinds of maps are 
best appreciated as color images, which unfortunately, we were not able to include in this paper. To 
give an idea of what our basic test function looks like, we present two views of it in Fig. 5. These 
figures were obtained with Geomview 1.5 which is available from the Software Development 
Group. Geometry Center, 1300 South 2nd St, Suite 500, Minneapolis, MN 55454, USA, register 
@geom.umn.edu. We also used Explorer 2.2.2 available from IRIS Explorer Center, PO Box 50, 
Oxford OX2 8JU: UK, infodesk@nag.co.uk. 
While (8.2) is the most natural way to visualize a surface defined on the sphere, it is certainly not 
the only way. For some other approaches, see, e.g., [12. 29, 62, 631, and references therein. 
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Fig. 5. Graph of,/ *. 
8.2. A basic comparison of’ the methods 
Tables 1 and 2 summarize some of the basic properties of the first five methods (PL is virtually 
the same as LS). The entries labeled Storage give the amount of space required to store the set of 
coefficients of the spline associated with a triangulation with I/ vertices. The table shows that the 
ME and LS methods require the least storage (which is to be expected, since they are based on 
cubits, and do not involve split triangles). For the range of problems considered, this is not an 
important factor. 
The entries labeled Exactness describe the sets of SBB-polynomials for which the methods give 
exact results. Thus, for example, if we use the QT method to interpolate data coming from an 
SBB-polynomial in the space Y5, we get an exact fit. The LS method reproduces cubits (since it is 
based on cubits). However, even though ME and PL are also based on cubits, they do not 
Table 1 
Comparison of local methods 
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reproduce them since N,.n.Yz(d) = {O), where N,* is the null space of the Laplace-Beltrami 
operator. 
The entries labeled Time give the time in seconds required to compute the corresponding 
interpolant (or approximant) based on a triangulation with 258 vertices. The times for LS were 
computed for a problem involving 100000 data sites. As the table shows, the local methods are all 
very fast, and exhibit comparable running times. The global methods required considerably more 
time, but most of their running time was devoted to solving the associated linear systems. For this 
purpose we have tested several public domain sparse matrix solvers (the times reported here are 
based on a package called Y12M). 
In Table 1 the entries labeled Order give the order of approximation to be expected in using the 
method as a power of a parameter h measuring the diameter of the largest triangle in the 
triangulation. Theoretical results on approximation order of spherical splines will be presented 
elsewhere. In Section 8.3 we give numerical results which support the expected orders of convergence. 
In Table 2 the entries labeled System Size give the sizes of the linear systems of equations that 
have to be solved in terms of the number I/ of vertices of the underlying spherical triangulation. For 
the global methods, the sizes of the linear systems are the main determinators of the amount of 
space and time needed to run the program. Because of the space requirements of our sparse system 
solver, we were not able to run substantially larger problems. 
8.3. Numerical results 
To illustrate the performance of our methods, we created a sequence d i, d 2, . . . , d 7 of regular 
triangulations, where the number of vertices of dI is 22’ + 2 and the number of triangles is 22’+1. 
This sequence was created as follows. Al is the Delaunay triangulation associated with the 
6 vertices of a regular octahedron, i.e., with the points f ri, i = 1,2,3, where ei are the Cartesian 
coordinate vectors. This triangulation consists of the 8 quadrantal spherical triangles. Then for 
each 1 = 2, . . . ,7, we computed the vertices of Al from those of Al _ 1 by adding the midpoints of each 
edge of A,- i to the vertices of AI- 1. This amounts to splitting each triangle of Al-i into four 
subtriangles in a standard way, and in fact each of these triangulations is a Delaunay triangulation 
of its vertex set. The triangulation A7 involves 16 386 vertices and 32 768 triangles. For later use, we 
note that the mesh sizes h, of the triangulations AI behave essentially like 2-l since in refining Al- 1 
to get Al, we are approximately halving the size of each triangle. (It is not exactly 4 since we are 
measuring distances on the surface of S along great circles). 
Tables 3 and 5 list the errors for all five methods applied to the test function f*. The 
corresponding estimated rates of convergence are shown in Tables 4 and 6, respectively. All 
reported errors are relative errors, defined by 
max, t L.,ls(c) - P*C4 
max, E l., If*(d ’ 
wherej’* is the test function and s is its interpolant or approximant. The sets P’[ vary with the 
triangulation Al, and are made up of points of the form 
,,jcl +jc2 + kCj,/ ’ ’ +I + k = 210-‘, 
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Table 3 
Approximation errors for local methods 
QT QT* CT PS 
Al 8.1554 ( - 2) 2.9288 ( - 1 I 1.0647 ( - 1) 5.5912 ( - 1) 
A2 7.3667 ( - 3) 1.1328 ( - 1) 4.4236 ( - 2) 7.8296 ( - 2) 
A3 6.0130 ( - 4) 3.0328 ( - 2) 1.0490 ( - 2) 2.1020 ( - 2) 
A, 2.0279 ( - 5) 7.8996 ( - 3) 1.0721 ( - 3) 2.0461 ( - 3) 
As 3.8139 ( - 7) 1.9925 ( - 3) 7.6170 ( - 5) 2.2841 ( - 4) 
3, 6.1964 ( - 9) 5.0004 ( - 4) 4.8942 ( - 6) 2.8834 ( - 5) 
A, 9.5359 ( - 11) 1.2607 ( - 4) 3.0294 ( - 7) 3.5994 ( - 6) 
Table 4 
Approximation rates for local methods 
QT QT* CT PS 
A, A2 11.07 2.59 2.41 7.14 
A2 A.3 12.25 3.74 4.22 3.72 
A, A.& 29.65 3.84 9.78 10.27 
4 A, 53.17 3.96 14.08 8.96 
A,:A, 61.55 3.99 15.56 7.92 
A,AT 64.98 3.97 16.16 8.01 
Table 5 
Approximation errors for global methods 
ME LS 
A, 4.0333 ( ~ 1) 8.2162 ( ~ 2) 
A2 2.8149 ( ~ 1) 7X112( -2) 
‘J, 2.8027 ( - 2) 1.6254 ( - 2) 
A4 1.6184 ( - 3) 1.9780 ( - 3) 
Table 6 
Approximation rates for global 
methods 
ME LS 
A,‘A, 1.43 1.05 
32 A, 10.04 4.80 
A,:A, 17.32 8.20 
where cl, v~, and r3 are vertices of a typical triangle in di. These sets are all of the same size, 
approximately 1050000 points, but do not always contain the same points. 
Table 4 clearly confirms our expectations for the convergence orders for the local macro-element 
methods (recall that each refinement of the triangulation reduces the diameter of the largest 
triangle by a factor of approximately l/2, so we expect the ratios of the errors to behave like 2k, 
where k is the order). In particular, QT gave order 6, CT order 4, and PS order 3. 
The columns labeled QT* in Tables 3 and 4 are included to show what happens when the second 
derivative information required for QT is not computed properly. In the form given in (8.1), the 
functionf‘* is not homogeneous of degree 5, and so by the discussion in Section 5.4, we cannot 
expect order 6 convergence if we compute second derivatives directly from (8.1). Indeed as the 
tables show, if we do compute second derivatives in this way, we seem to be getting order 
2 convergence. The order 6 convergence shown in the columns labeled QT corresponds to 
computing the second derivatives from the degree 5 homogeneous extension off* (cf. Lemma 2.1). 
The situation is less clear-cut for the global methods. The approximation order of Y’:(d) is 
unknown in general. even for the planar case. It has been shown [17] that in that case the 
approximation order of Y’:(d) on a uniform type-l triangulation is three. This has also been 
confirmed experimentally in the tests presented in [36]. Since our sequence of spherical triangula- 
tions dl is an analog of uniform type-l planar triangulations, we expect that for such triangulations, 
the approximation order of the homogeneous spline space Y:(d) is also 3. 
In Section 7.1 we have chosen to work with a basis for the entire space Y:(d). As in the planar 
case [ 1,361, it is also possible to work with bases for certain smaller subspaces of Y:(d). We should 
also note that although we have used Lagrange multipliers to convert the problem of minimizing 
a quadratic function subject to linear side constraints into an equivalent linear system of equations, 
these types of constrained minimization problems can also be solved directly using any one of 
a variety of available algorithms, see [26, 351. 
8.4. ICflftct qf’ thirl triangles 
It is common practice in finite element computations to avoid the use of thin triangles. In this 
section we explore the performance of each of our methods in the presence of thin triangles. The 
tests were performed on a sequence of triangulations r, obtained by adding one additional vertex to 
the regular triangulation d, with 6 vertices discussed in Section 8.3 above. For given E, the new 
vertex was placed at the point with spherical coordinates (e, 0) in degrees. We then created the 
corresponding Delaunay triangulation T,. Since one of the vertices of d i is at the point (1, 0,O) with 
spherical coordinates (0,O). when c is small the triangulation r, has two thin triangles, one attached 
to each pole. We examined the sequence ci = lo- ’ for i = 1, . . . ,9. 
Our first tests were conducted on the local macro-element methods QT and CT. In order to be 
able to observe the effect of the thin triangles more clearly. we generated the data from the function 
f’- Y + 4’ + 2 rather thanj‘*, since (with no roundoff error) both methods give exact results for this 
‘function. We do not bother to give a table of results, since for both QT and CT, we got virtually the 
same accuracy (approximately lo- i5) for all pi. This suggests that these methods are not sensitive 
to the presence of thin triangles in the triangulation. 
Next we tested PS with the same sequence of triangulations. For this method we generated the 
data from the function,fr 1. since (with no roundoff error) the PS method produces an exact fit for 
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Table 7 












1.7 (- 13) 
2.8 (- 12) 
1.5 (- 11) 
4.5 (- 11) 
1.9 (- 9) 
1.6 (- 8) 
2.9 ( - 8) 
4.8 (- 7) 
5.6 (- 6) 
this function. The results are presented in Table 7, which shows that thin triangles have a clear 
effect on the accuracy of this method. We lose essentially one digit of decimal accuracy each time &i 
is reduced by a factor of 10. 
There may be several causes for the dropoff in accuracy in the presence of increasingly small 
triangles. We believe that the main reason is that for a very long and thin triangle, the incenter will 
be very close to two vertices at one end. This leads to intersection points on the long edges which 
are very nearly at the ends of the edges. In that case the computation of Bkzier coefficients in the 
first ring around those vertices loses accuracy because of the small size of the barycentric 
coordinate appearing in the denominator of (5.2). This does not happen for the QT method since 
the original triangles are not split. Neither does it happen for the CT method since there the split 
point is chosen to be the center of the triangle, which is not close to any of the vertices. 
The effect of thin triangles is much more pronounced for the minimal energy method ME and for 
the least squares LS and penalized least squares PL methods. In fact, the condition numbers 
became so bad that our sparse system solver failed for ME already for E = 0.01, while for PL it 
failed for E = 0.001. 
8.5. Condition numbers 
The global methods LS and ME require solving linear systems of equations which are generally 
large and sparse. In practice we recommend solving them with sparse matrix methods. 
For both methods, the matrices of interest have a block structure (cf. (6.5) and (7.2)) where the 
sizes of the entries in the matrix G describing smoothness conditions is of order 1. However, the 
sizes of the entries in the matrices Q and BTB appearing in these systems can often be much larger 
or much smaller than those in G. In particular, the entries of Q are obtained by computing integrals 
of second derivatives of the SBB-polynomial basis functions Bijk, and these become large for 
triangles with one or more short edges. The entries of BTB in the LS method are sums of products of 
values of these basis functions, and can be either very large or very small (in absolute value), 
depending on how many data points fall in a given triangle. 
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Table 8 
Optimal scaling parameters and condition numbers for ME 
c, CT min max Size 
JJ, 2.1 (31 10 0.01389862 6.33 20.47 63 
A2 1.1 (5) 26 0.00876393 8.21 26.2 1 266 
33 8.8 (61 61 0.00151364 38.72 84.64 1082 
Table 9 
Optimal scaling parameters and condition numbers for LS 
(‘1 c, min max n ml” 
3, 1.6 (61 18 0.00 I7 4.20 (1) 806.00 1247 
A, 1.5 (41 29 0.0392 1.49 (0) 60.09 307 
3, 1.6 (31 54 0.1316 4.13 ( ~ 2) 25.76 40 
Our numerical experience suggests that while the condition numbers of the matrices Q and BTB 
are quite good, the condition numbers of the block matrices in (6.5) and (7.2) are often very large, 
indicating the need for some kind of scaling. While there are a variety of general-purpose scaling 
strategies which can be applied to a linear system, we have experimented with a simple scaling 
strategy which appears to be considerably more effective than standard techniques like row 
equilibration. To scale the system (6.5) which arises in the ME method, we multiply the entries in 
Q by a positive constant X. By the block structure of the system, the vector (c, & y)T is a solution of 
the original system if and only if (c, r;., r;~)~ is a solution of the new system. Similarly, to scale the 
system (7.2) which arises in the LS method, we multiply the entries in BTB and the right-hand side 
vector BTg by a positive constant z. Again the solution of the new system gives the same coefficient 
vector c’ but a changed Lagrange multiplier vector ;‘. 
To see how effective this scaling strategy is, we conducted some tests using LINPACK to 
compute condition numbers of the systems. We used the same triangulations dl, d2, and d3, as in 
Section 8.3. For each triangulation, we determined a (near) optimal scaling by examining a series of 
x values. and performing a golden section search. 
Tables 8 and 9 show the results for ME and LS (applied to a set of 10000 random points), 
respectively. In both tables the column labeled Ci lists the condition numbers of the associated 
systems without scaling. The second column labeled C, gives the improved condition numbers 
obtained by using the associated value of r in column 3. In Table 8 the fourth and fifth columns list 
the smallest (nonzero) and largest entries in the matrix Q1 while the last column gives the number of 
equations in the system. In Table 9 the fourth and fifth columns list the smallest (nonzero) and 
largest entries in the matrix BTB, while the last column gives the minimum number Yl,in of data 
points per triangle. 
Clearly, scaling has a highly significant impact on condition number for both methods. Indeed, 
although the original condition numbers range from order IO3 to 106, in all cases we are able to 
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reduce them to very satisfactory values. Note that as the number of triangles in the triangulation 
increases, for the ME method the values of C1 increase while the optimal values of x decrease. The 
reverse happens for the LS method. 
There is, of course, a vast literature on the subject of preconditioning linear systems, and we 
make no claim of having developed an optimal way to scale the systems arising in LS and ME 
methods. However. the above tests indicate that the simple method suggested above is quite 
effective. Its obvious drawback is that it requires a parameter Y that depends on the data and at 
present can be determined only empirically. Moreover, our computations suggest that the size of 
the condition numbers obtained are quite sensitive to the choice of scaling parameters. 
#. 6. The c@ect qf’ near-singular certic’es 
The global methods ME, LS, and PL involve minimizing a quadratic functional over the space 
Y!(d) of continuous spherical cubic splines, subject to side conditions enforcing interpolation and 
C’ continuity. As discussed in Section 6.3, certain of the smoothness conditions are redundant 
when a vertex is singular. This means that the dimension of the spline space changes as a vertex 
approaches singularity (usually, the dimension jumps by one when a vertex becomes singular). The 
change in dimension corresponds to a change in the rank of the linear system defining the solution. 
It might be expected that such changes in the dimension would have a significant impact on the 
results when comparing a triangulation with a singular vertex to one which is obtained by 
perturbing the vertex slightly. 
To test the effect of near-singularity, we start with the regular triangulation dz of Section 8.3 
which has 18 vertices, six of which are singular. For each i = 0, . . . ,12 we perturb the spherical 
coordinates (0, 4) of each of the singular vertices by random multiples of 2 ~ in, where E is 4 degrees. 
Thus in stepping down one line in Tables 10 and 11, the perturbations are exactly halved, except 
that the last line corresponds to Al itself. In this case the known redundant equations are removed, 
which accounts for the much smaller condition number. In both tables we present the correspond- 
ing values of the condition numbers corresponding to the optimal scaling for A2 given in Tables 
8 and 9. The corresponding condition numbers without scaling would be significantly larger. 
For both ME and LS we choose the functionJ‘(.u, y, Z) = x + 2’ + Z. Without roundoff error it is 
fit exactly by the LS method, and so the errors listed in the third column of Table 11 are due to the 
effects of the numerical computation. The LS test was done with a set of 10 000 random data points 
on the sphere. Unfortunately, we do not have a function that is reproduced exactly by the ME 
method, and so we cannot exhibit the subtle effects of near singularity on the error. 
As we move down the rows of the tables, we observe a significant increase in the condition 
number of the associated linear system (to the point that the estimated condition number equals 
the reciprocal of the round-off unit). In particular, the condition numbers increase by approxim- 
ately a factor of 10 each time the angular perturbation of the singular vertices is reduced by a factor 
of 2. 
8.7. Guidelines 
We have not done an extensive numerical comparison of spherical spline methods against 
various alternative methods, and thus are not in a position to make any recommendations here. 
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Table 10 
Consequences of near-singular 
vertices for ME 
i: Condition number 
2’ 6.3 (5) 
71 L 9.2 16) 
2” 1.4 (8) 
2-1 7.2 (9) 
2-Z 3.6 110) 
3-3 5.7 ( 1 I) 
2-d 9.1 (13) 





2-” 8.3 (17) 
2-9 4.4 (I 71 
,-IO 1.9 (17) 
0 10.3 
Consequences of near-singular vertices for LS 
i: Condition number Error 
12 9.1 (51 6.5 (- 13 
-71 1.2 (7) 9.4 (- 15) 
71’ 1.8 (8) x.4 (~ 14) 
7-l 2.8 (9) 4.5 (- 141 
,-2 4.4 1101 3.3(- 14) 
7-3 7.1 (111 1.6 (- 13) 
1-1 1.1 (13) 6.0 (- 14) 
,~i 1.8 (14) 2.5 (- 13) 
2 -6 2.9 (15) 1.0 (- 12) 
2- - 4.6 (16) 3.2 (- 12) 
1-8 7.3 (181 3.1 I- 12) 
1-9 1.2 120) 6.6 (- 121 
,- 10 1.9 1201 2.-t- 11) 
0 17.8 5.0 (~ 151 
However, we can offer the following general guidelines concerning the choice among the various 
spline methods treated here: 
(1) If the number of data is very large, or if the values to be fit are noisy, the user should strongly 
consider using least squares or penalized least squares. 
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(2) There are many advantages to using a local method rather than a global one. In particular, 
our PS, CT, and QT methods are extremely fast, can be used on large data sets, and are both stable 
and accurate. However, all three methods depend on having good values for derivatives. In 
particular, if second derivatives are available, it is hard to beat QT in terms of speed and accuracy. 
However, these methods may not perform as well in cases where the derivatives have to be 
estimated, particularly if the number of data points available to do the derivative estimation is 
small. 
(3) The advantage of the ME interpolation method is that it does not require any derivative 
information.The main disadvantage is that it requires solving a large system of equations which 
seems to become less well-conditioned with size. In addition, in general we can expect an ME 
interpolant to be somewhat smoother than the macro-element methods PS, CT, and QT discussed 
above (although all methods are Cl). The reason is that ME minimizes energy, which in a certain 
sense corresponds to minimizing curvature of the surface. 
(4) For highly noisy data, we have found that the penalized least squares method performs 
significantly better than simple least squares. The main difficulty in using it is to choose an 
appropriate smoothing parameter. 
9. Remarks 
Remark 9.1. In principle any interpolation or approximation problem on a sphere-like surface can 
be converted into a similar problem on the sphere by the simple expedient of replacing the data 
sites Ci by their projections tii/llt’ill onto the sphere. However, this is not always desirable for 
a number of reasons. The data may contain directional information (for example velocities) which 
cannot be transferred to the unit sphere without a redefinition and recomputation involving (T. The 
projection may contain a geometric distortion which changes a simple function defined on points 
in R3 to a more complicated function on the sphere. Finally, and perhaps most importantly, in the 
special case that Y is the surface of earth or an equipotential surface of gravity, c is very 
complicated. only partially known, and even controversial in some places on earth, see [22]. 
Throughout this paper we therefore employed the more general setting provided by a sphere-like 
surface. 
Remark 9.2. If a triangulation covers only a part of a sphere-like surface Y’, we call it a partial 
triangulation. In this paper we have discussed only total triangulations. However, all of the 
methods discussed here can easily be extended to partial triangulations. 
Remarks 9.3. Suppose y is a tangent vector to a sphere-like surface 9 at a point c E Y. The first 
derivative offin the direction g can also be defined equivalently as 
where ‘c(O) is defined as in the proof of Lemma 3.5. Higher order pure derivatives can also be 
defined in this parametric way. However. this approach does not work for mixed derivatives of the 
form Q,,.4L3 since in general a tangent vector ~1 to .‘I’ at c is no longer tangent to Y if we move away 
from the point L’. 
Remark 9.4. An identity similar to (4.1) also holds for integrals of CBB-polynomials along edges of 
spherical triangles except that in this case the exponent d + 3 in (4.1) should be replaced by d + 2. 
Remark 9.5. In view of (6.10) it may be useful to express a spherical polynomial in terms of 
spherical harmonics as 
where sk is a spherical harmonic of degree li. This simplifies the calculations of A* since for all k, Ask 
vanishes and hence 
A*p = - (d(d + 1)~ + (tl - ‘)(d - l)sdm z + ... + (1 - ( - lY$s,, _,p ,,,I~‘. 
However, it is not clear to us how to do the above factorization efficiently (for a discussion of this 
problem, see [33]). Also, if,f‘is a spherical harmonic and if h(a) are the barycentric coordinates of 
r with respect to a triangle T, then f‘(h(z:)) may not be a spherical harmonic, Hence if the 
factorization is expressed as a function f’of h, this function will generally depend on T. For example, 
if T is the quadrantal triangle. 2h: - hj - hi is a spherical harmonic of degree 2, but this is not true 
for a general triangle T. This is in contrast to spherical polynomials, since we know that iff(b) is 
a spherical polynomial, then it is so independently of the given triangle. 
Remark 9.6. It is well known in the planar case that for d 3 3r + 2, the spline spaces .YP;(A) have 
approximation power I? + ‘, where h is the mesh size of the triangulation. i.e., the diameter of the 
largest triangle in A. We will report on analogous results for the sphere elsewhere. 
Remark 9.7. As discussed in Section 5, the quintic macro-element method depends on how the 
required derivatives are computed (i.e.. on the degree of the homogeneous extension used). 
However, in a weaker sense. the quintic method is invariant under homogeneous extensions. 
Suppose s is a quintic spherical spline obtained by the method of Section 5.1, interpolating the 
prescribed values and derivatives of a given function,& which is also viewed as a homogeneous 
function of degree five. Next, let t E R and let s, be the quintic spherical spline obtained similarly as 
s with the exception that now all needed derivative values are computed based on viewing both 
functions st and,fas homogeneous functions of degree t rather than five. It can be shown that then s, 
is identical with s, for all t. This fact may be useful in situations where the underlying functionfis 
unknown and where only the degree of homogeneity of ,f‘ used in calculating second order 
derivatives is given. In this case. in order to maintain good approximation properties of the quintic 
method, one would have to view s as a function of exactly the same degree of homogeneity. 
Remark 9.8. Spherical Bernstein-Bizier polynomials are a special case of certain spherical spline 
functions which are analogs of simplex splines in the plane. These sphericd sinzp1r.x splines are 
locally supported smooth functions whose pieces are spherical polynomials, see [54, 591 for 
a discussion. 
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Remark 9.9. If the data to be fitted are reasonably uniformly distributed, it would make sense to 
use one of the “regular” triangulations introduced in Section 8.3, or similar triangulations which 
can be obtained by starting with the set of 12 vertices corresponding to a regular icosahedron 
(which have the advantage that they do not contain singular vertices). The problem of computing 
sets of points on the sphere which are well spread-out is of considerable importance in several other 
fields. and has an extensive literature, see e.g., [67]. 
Remark 9.10. As shown in [23, 64, 66, 711 for the planar case, in constructing a spline interpolant 
or approximant, in some cases it is very useful to make the triangulation depend on the data. This 
can be accomplished by choosing some appropriate criterion (such as smoothness of the resulting 
surface), and then adjusting the triangulation by swapping edges. This approach carries over 
immediately to the spherical setting. For some algorithms for finding best triangulations using edge 
swapping, see [74, 751. In case there are many vertices in the triangulation, one may also want to 
consider removing vertices whose presence has little or no effect on the quality of the approximant 
c501. 
Remark 9.11. In the planar case, it is possible to use C’ cubic splines without splitting the triangles 
by working with rational functions rather than polynomials see [30, 401. This method has been 
extended to the sphere in [Sl]. 
Remark 9.12. It is straightforward to construct a parametric surface defined on a sphere-like 
surface ,iY simply by defining three coordinate functions So defined for c E .Y. As in the planar 
case [25]. one advantage of this approach to modeling complicated functions is that the resulting 
surface has true C’ smoothness, and not just geometric continuity. We present parametric results 
elsewhere. 
Remark 9.13. We do not attempt to list all possible planar scattered data methods - for more 
comprehensive lists, see the survey papers [16,31,76]. For more on the planar analogs of our PS, 
CT, and QT methods. see [20,21, 10). Global interpolation methods using .9:(d) were investigated 
by [36, 37. 421. For alternative macro-element methods, some with higher-order smoothness, see 
[2, 18,49.72, 831, and references therein. There are a large number of interpolation methods based 
on blending; here we mention just one [43]. 
Remark 9.14. Our approach to constructing splines on sphere-like surfaces is to use restrictions of 
homogeneous functions. For some other methods based on restrictions of trivariate functions, see 
[7, 8, 9, 131. 
Remark 9.15. In Section 8, we have reported on the performance of a minimal energy method 
based on C’ cubic splines and using the energy measure (6.9) based on the Laplace-Beltrami 
operator. This functional annihilates constants. but constants are not in the space Y:(d), so as 
indicated in Table 2, the method is exact only for the zero function. This suggests that this measure 
of energy and this space are probably not well-matched. The main impetus for discussing this 
method is that it is the most natural analog of planar methods studied by several authors. 
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